ABSTRACT DNA sequences that are present in nucleosomes have a preferential $10 bp periodicity of certain dinuc-10 leotide signals (1,2), but the overall sequence similarity of the nucleosomal DNA is weak, and traditional multiple sequence alignment tools fail to yield meaningful alignments. We develop a mixture model that characterizes the known dinucleotide periodicity 15 probabilistically to improve the alignment of nucleosomal DNAs. We assume that a periodic dinucleotide signal of any type emits according to a probability distribution around a series of 'hot spots' that are equally spaced along nucleosomal DNA with 10 bp 20 period, but with a 1 bp phase shift across the middle of the nucleosome. We model the three statistically most significant dinucleotide signals, AA/TT, GC and TA, simultaneously, while allowing phase shifts between the signals. The alignment is obtained by 25 maximizing the likelihood of both Watson and Crick strands simultaneously. The resulting alignment of 177 chicken nucleosomal DNA sequences revealed that all 10 distinct dinucleotides are periodic, however, with only two distinct phases and varying 30 intensity. By Fourier analysis, we show that our new alignment has enhanced periodicity and sequence identity compared with center alignment. The significance of the nucleosomal DNA sequence alignment is evaluated by comparing it with that obtained using 35 the same model on non-nucleosomal sequences.
INTRODUCTION
The genomic DNA of all eukaryotes exists not as naked DNA, but rather as a protein-DNA complex known as chromatin, in which the DNA is locally folded and compacted through 40 a hierarchical series of levels by interaction with proteins known as histones (3). In the first level of compaction, a short stretch of DNA, 147 bp in length, is wrapped in $1 3/4 superhelical turns about a small disk-shaped octamer of histone proteins, yielding a structure known as the nucleosome 45 core particle, henceforth simply 'nucleosome'. This architectural motif is repeated at intervals, separated by short stretches of unwrapped linker DNA, along the full length of each chromosomal DNA molecule. The structure of the nucleosome has been determined at atomic resolution by X-ray crystallography 50 (4) , and steric constraints governing the separation of nucleosomes along the chromosome have been defined (5) . Subsequent levels of the chromatin folding hierarchy are less well characterized (6, 7) . The steric consequences of wrapping DNA in nucleosomes 55 creates both obstacles and opportunities for protein-DNA interaction, and links the detailed nucleosomal organization of the genomic DNA closely with chromosome function (7) (8) (9) (10) . Many factors could, in principle, be responsible for governing where nucleosomes are positioned along the gen-60 ome; but a growing body of evidence demonstrates that the genomic DNA sequence itself is among the dominant determinants of nucleosome positioning in vivo (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) . The DNA sequence features that are most important for nucleosome positioning are $10 bp periodic recurrences of certain dinuc-Gibbs motif sampler (28, 29) , and hidden Markov models (30-34) consistently fail to yield meaningful alignments on natural nucleosomal DNA sequences. In an alternative approach, nucleosomal DNA sequences were encoded for particular statist-5 ically significant features, and then cross-correlation approaches were used to align the encoded sequences. This approach successfully aligned a subset of selected non-natural nucleosomal DNAs (25, 26) , but it has not succeeded in producing meaningful alignments of natural nucleosomal DNAs 10 (24) (data not shown).
Another alternative approach took advantage of the micrococcal nuclease (MNase) digestion procedure that is used to biochemically isolate individual nucleosomes from chromatin (1) . As the nuclease digestion proceeds, individual nucle- 15 osomes are liberated from the chromatin filament, then the remaining stretches of linker DNA are nibbled away until only the fully wrapped DNA (147 bp) remains. In practice, the protection afforded by the nucleosome against digestion is incomplete, and one is left with a mixture of nucleosomes 20 containing DNAs that vary in length around $147 bp. Travers and colleagues (1) sequenced 177 such DNAs, which varied in length from 142 to 149 bp, and aligned the resulting sequences about their centers by assuming that the MNase would digest the linker DNA stretches at each end with approximately equal 25 efficiency. The resulting alignment is referred to as the 'centeralignment' here. However, a phase disturbance between positions 52 and 72 for the AA/TT signal in this alignment predicted a local maximum of probability for AA/TT at the nucleosome dyad axis (where the minor groove faces 'out', 30 away from the histone octamer). This prediction disagrees with existing notions on the sequence-dependent anisotropic flexibility of AA/TT steps (1); moreover, no such phase disturbance is seen in the alignments computed from the selected non-natural nucleosome sequences (26) or in an alignment of 35 natural chromatosomal sequences (the chromatosome includes the nucleosome core particle plus histone H1 and an additional 20 bp of DNA) (35) . In fact, because of the known sequence preferences inherent to MNase, it is not expected that the enzyme digestions would proceed with identical rates at the 40 two ends of every nucleosome. Taken together, these findings suggest that this center-alignment strategy is unlikely to yield the best possible alignment. In this paper, we propose a new Gaussian mixture model approach to nucleosome sequence alignment. Our approach 45 models the periodicity of multiple dinucleotide signals simultaneously, while allowing for variable phase shifts between them. Alignment of nucleosomal DNAs is obtained by maximum likelihood estimation given the model. Using this model we compute a new alignment of the collection of 177 chicken 50 nucleosome sequences. The new alignment is superior to that obtained previously for these same sequences using the centeralignment strategy, and it recapitulates and enhances key findings from the alignments of selected non-natural nucleosome sequences.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Definition of nucleosome core DNA alignment DNA or protein sequence alignments are conventionally constructed by maximizing the column-wise similarity of sequences in the aligned region(s) (36). Nucleosomal DNA 60 sequence alignment is, however, defined on a DNA structural or mechanical basis, rather than on direct column-wise similarity (21, 22) . Our approach replaces the unsolved problem of globally aligning nucleosomal DNA sequences with the related but distinct problem of aligning a set of such DNA sequences onto a nucleosome. We index positions within the nucleosome as 1, 2, . . . , 147 from the 5 0 end to the 3 0 end. Suppose we have a set of n DNA sequences S ¼ {S i :i ¼ 1, . . . , n}, such as the collection of chicken nucleosome sequences, each of which is derived from, but imper-70 fectly covered by, a nucleosome. We then seek to determine the positioning of each actual sequence with reference to the nucleosome. If all of the nucleosomes were perfectly digested to exactly the 147 bp of wrapped DNA, then they would be automatically aligned, even if the base composition at certain 75 positions were completely random. However, the existing sequence collection is imperfectly digested, leaving us with the problem of determining the shift needed to align each sequence onto the nucleosome.
To facilitate formulation of the alignment algorithm, we 80 define the shift parameter d i as the signed distance from the first nucleotide of S i (5 0 end) to the first position of the nucleosome (see Figure 1) . A positive or negative sign of d i means that the nucleosome starts within S i or upstream of S i , respectively. A d i equal to 0 means that the nucleosome starts exactly 85 at the first nucleotide of S i . With these definitions, an observed position x in sequence S i thus corresponds to a true aligned position x À d i with reference to the nucleosome position. Aligning the sequences in S is equivalent to determining the shifts d i for i ¼ 1, . . . , n.
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A mixture model: capturing 'hot spots' while allowing variability Although the significance of the $10 bp periodicity of some key dinucleotides (e.g. AA/TT, GC and TA) in nucleosomal DNAs is well established, only rarely does any one of these 95 motifs recur with 10 bp spacing in any natural 147 bp-long DNA. This suggests that the periodicity of a particular dinucleotide signal exists as an average feature across nucleosomes in the genome, in the sense that the distance between two neighboring signals tends to be $10 bp in expectation, 100 while the actual distance randomly deviates from 10 bp according to some distribution. This assumption is natural if the special dinucleotides act by locally increasing DNA flexibility (21, 22) ; and, more importantly, it is supported by experimental data (1) .
To account for the averaged periodicity of dinucleotides while allowing for variability in their detailed locations, we 5 propose a location mixture model. We suppose that, for a particular type of dinucleotide signal (e.g. AA/TT), there are a series of 'hot spots' positioned sequentially along the nucleosome at u m for m ¼ 1, . . . , M (see Figure 2 ). Signals emit around the mth hot spot according to a distribution f indexed by 10 the hot spot location, i.e. f(;u m ). We suppose further that, given an observed signal, the probability that it emits from the mth hot spot is p m , subject to P M m¼1 P m ¼ 1. Hence, the magnitude of p m indicates the degree of 'hotness' of the mth spot. With these assumptions, the probability of observing a dinucleotide 15 signal at position x can be expressed as a mixture distribution as follows:
In statistics nomenclature, the density f(x; u m ) is often called the mth component distribution in the mixture and p m its 20 weight (37) (38) (39) . In the following, we reserve, without specification, an f with vector parameters (u, p) for the mixture distribution, and an f with only one scalar parameter e.g. f(x; u m ), for a single component distribution.
. . , p kM k ) be the component weights and M k (which may vary with k) be the total number of hot spots for the kth dinucleotide signal. Let x ijk be the observed location of the jth dinucleotide of the kth type from the ith sequence 30 (unaligned) 
After alignment, the true position of this signal at x ijk becomes x ijk À d i (see definition of d i above). Suppose the kth type dinucleotide signal follows a mixture distribution as
If we assume the emissions of these signals are independent, then the log likelihood can be written as
In this article, we first model only the three dinucleotide sig- 40 nals for which the $10 bp periodicity has been proven to be statistically the most significant: AA/TT, GC and TA (1,2). These will correspond to k ¼ ther simplifications into the model to reduce the number of parameters, and to take advantage of independent information that is present in each of the two DNA strands.
Model simplification
Our major simplification utilizes the $10 bp periodicity of key 55 dinucleotides: we suppose that, for each periodic dinucleotide signal, neighboring hot spots are spaced by $10 bp. Therefore, if the first position of hot spot u k is known, then the positioning of the remaining hot spots for that signal is automatically determined: 
Palindromic symmetry is imposed by demanding that the shifts for each strand of a given sequence be optimized simultaneously, subject to this constraint.
following constraint:
This constraint means that we do not allow the two strands to slide past each other in the alignment. By averaging together 5 the limited information present on the two strands of natural nucleosomal DNA, we can improve the signal-to-noise ratio of each DNA sequence. Because we are aligning both Watson and Crick strands simultaneously under the constraint (4), a AA/TT, GC or TA signal present at position x (after align-10 ment) on one strand implies the existence of another AA/TT or GC or TA signal, respectively, on the other strand at position 147 À x. Therefore, the hot spot locations specified in u k is pre-determined to be center symmetric about position 73.5, reflecting the 2-fold (dyad) rotational symmetry of the nucle-15 osome ( (26), but here follows analytically from the model. The alignment algorithm will automatically detect this structure at convergence, and thereafter we will make an adjustment to the hot spot spacing such that u k takes integer 30 values, while complying with this constraint.
Gaussian mixture
We use a Gaussian distribution for f for its simplicity and effectiveness in this problem (see Discussion). A Gaussian distribution carries two parameters, the mean and variance, 35 which are often referred as the location and scale parameters.
The density is uni-modal and symmetric about the mean. The Gaussian mixture model defined here has mean parameters specified in u k for k ¼ 1, 2, 3, but with a pre-specified common variance s 2 ¼ 2.5 2 . We chose s ¼ 2.5 because a Gaussian 40 distribution with mean u km and variance 2.5 2 has $95% coverage in the interval u km ± 2 · 2.5, which spans nearly a full DNA helical turn. We found that the alignment results are essentially independent of the choice of s for values ranging from 1.5 to 5. For this reason, s was treated as a known 45 constant in the alignment rather than an unknown parameter.
The alignment shifts d i are obtained by maximum likelihood estimation using the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm. The details of the algorithm are available in supporting material.
RESULTS

Simultaneous alignment using AA/TT, GC and TA signals
We apply our method to the set of 177 chicken nucleosome DNA sequences obtained and analyzed previously by Travers 55 and colleagues (1). The sequences ranged in length from 142 to 149 bp, but those longer than 146 were truncated to 146 bp (A. Travers, personal communication). We first consider alignment using only the dinucleotide signals AA/TT, GC and TA, which have been shown in earlier studies to be the 60 most statistically significant periodic features of nucleosomal DNA (1, 25, 26) .
We tentatively initialize the parameters as follows:
Note that u 1 here has 15 hot spots, as do u 2 and u 3 . As we discussed above, M k could be either 14 or 15 if strict 10 bp periodicity holds. In this tentative run, we will first determine M k for each k. Then, based on these results, we will adjust the parameters accordingly. We initialized u k with the same values for k ¼ 1, 2, 3 purposely to allow these signals to compete 70 on an equal footing for relative influence on the alignment.
The results at convergence of this initial alignment run are illustrated in Figure Similarly, for the GC signal, a true hot spot at position 73 must be paired with one at position 74, but the algorithm will form only one hot spot at position 73.5 instead. To make these hot spots start at integer positions, while maintaining the required center-symmetry about position 73.5, we adjusted the hot spot 100 locations as follows:
The two central hot spots for AA/TT and TA are now spaced 11 bp apart; the central hot spot for GC at position 73. The relative locations of the three dinucleotide signals in this alignment agree with those determined from the alignment 20 of selected non-natural nucleosomal DNAs (26) , which was computed using unrelated methods, providing further evidence that this new alignment is a good one. As anticipated (26) , whereas the selected sequences show strongest alignment only for the central $71 bp over which selective pressure was 25 exerted, this new alignment of the natural nucleosomal DNAs extends over the full length of the nucleosome.
Compared with the center alignment of these same sequences (1), 26 of the 177 sequences maintained the identical shifts in the mixture model alignment, and 47 moved by 30 only 0.5 bp, while a majority (104 sequences, $59%) moved by 1 bp or more. The difference of the two alignments in terms of shifts d i is summarized in a histogram that is available in supporting material.
Our new alignment systematically improves both the peri- 35 odicity and amplitudes of the peaks across the full nucleosome length, compared with the center alignment. Our alignment differs strikingly from the center alignment over the middle of the nucleosome. The center alignment revealed a phase reversal of the AA/TT and GC signals near the center of 40 the nucleosomal DNA, such that there is a local maximum of probability of AA/TT dinucleotides and a minimum of probability of GC dinucleotides at the dyad axis. In contrast, our new alignment resembles our alignment of non-natural nucleosomal DNAs and maintains the phases of these dinuc-45 leotides across the full nucleosome length with only a 1 bp jump across the middle (which is needed to satisfy the nucleosome symmetry constraints). These near-constant phases in our new alignment result in a minimum of probability of AA/ TT dinucleotides at the nucleosome dyad symmetry axis, and 50 a maximum probability of GC dinucleotides there, exactly opposite the results from the center alignment. The alignments are compared further using Fourier analysis, below. The alignment in Figure 4B reveals a progressive decrease in the AA/TT signal from either end inward toward the center, suggesting that placing AA/TT dinucleotides nearby hot spots that are located near the nucleosome ends benefits histone-5 DNA interactions more than do AA/TT dinucleotides placed nearby more-centrally located hot spots. Individual plots for the AA and TT signals ( Figure 5 ) reveal pairs of particularly strong peaks. For the TT dinucleotide, these occur at positions 8 and 18, close to the 5 0 end of the nucleosome; AA dinuc- 10 leotides reveal an equivalent pair of peaks, at the symmetryrelated locations near the 3 0 end. GC and TA dinucleotide signals did not reveal comparable systematic decays (increases) over the nucleosome length ( Figure 4B ). For the GC signal, the first and last peaks were lower than neighboring 15 peaks, but this is probably a consequence of the set of DNA sequences available to us for the alignment, rather than an inherent property of nucleosomal DNA. The DNAs are all shorter than 147 bp, and thus are truncated prior to at least one end of the nucleosome. The TA signal is weaker and 20 appeared to be noisier than the other two. Interestingly, the TA signal, however, reveals a pair of strong peaks at positions 48 and 99, roughly bracketing the central 1/3 of the nucleosome.
The dinucleotide signals for all 10 distinct dinucleotides, 25 resulting from this alignment, are compared in Figure 6 weaker, as reflected in their peak-valley ratios across the plots. The CG signal is extremely rare (<10 at any peak position, in the alignment of 354 strands), presumably a reflection of its under-representation in eukaryotic genomes generally. Never-35 theless, despite its rarity, the periodicity of the CG dinucleotide appears to be strikingly significant. The amplitudes and phases of each signal are analyzed objectively, using Fourier methods, in a subsequent section.
Simultaneous alignment using all dinucleotide signals 40 The dominance of the AA/TT, GC and TA signals after alignment could be an artificial consequence of these signals being the only ones on which the alignment is based. Since most dinucleotides appear to be periodic in this alignment, we repeated the alignment procedure using all 10 of the dinuc- has been discussed in (40) . Here, we provide additional evidence based on our alignment that supports the claim that these two dinucleotides are equivalent. We repeated the alignment procedure outlined above, except we considered four dinucleotide signals: AA, GC, TA and TT, allowing for variable 60 phase shifts between all of them. To minimize the number of parameters, instead of allowing the relative phases of AA and TT to vary freely, we carried out 10 independent calculations in which the relative phases were fixed but incremented in steps of 1 bp from 0 through 9 bp. In each case, the model converged.
We assessed the quality of the resulting alignment by looking at the relative heights of peaks and the peak-valley ratios for all four signals. The alignment computed with relative phase shift equal to 0 proved superior to the other nine alignments (data not shown). We conclude that AA and TT 70 signals are used interchangeably in nucleosomal DNAs, and for the subsequent work we consider them together as a single AA/TT signal.
Column-wise base composition frequency
We purposely modeled dinucleotide frequencies rather than 75 single-nucleotide frequencies, such that, were a sequentialdependent structure of neighboring bases to exist, it could be directly accounted for. A natural question is: does such a dependent structure exist? And if so, does it exist throughout the entire nucleosomal DNA? Or does it exist only in particu- Figure 4B . each i ¼ 1, . . . , 146, where the entry xy in the ith table is the count of dinucleotide xy at position i, for x, y ¼ A, C, G, T. Among 146 tests, 144 were significant at level 0.05, and 74 remained significant under the conservative Bonferroni adjust-5 ment, i.e. P-value < 0.05/146. This justifies our assumption that a dinucleotide xy at position i is not formed simply as an independent combination of two sequential nucleotides x and y at positions i and i + 1. It is for this reason that the dinucleotide frequency model is more effective than an independence 10 model that only accounts for the base composition at hot spot sites.
The base composition for A, C, G, T over the entire nucleosome length is plotted in Figure 7A -D, and the frequency of pyrimidine T + C versus purine A + G is plotted in Figure 7E biases occurring during ligation of blunt-ended nucleosomal DNA fragments into the SmaI restriction site of the vector (1). While such effects might influence sequence preferences at the extreme 5 0 and 3 0 ends, it is difficult to imagine that such 5 effects could influence the base composition at locations far inside the cloned DNA fragments. We conclude instead that at least some of the marked directionality in base composition is an inherent feature of these nucleosomal DNAs.
Fourier analysis 10 We used the Fourier transform to evaluate the significance of each dinucleotide signal's periodicity. Transforms were evaluated using the raw dinucleotide frequencies in the mixture alignment based on TT/AA, GC and TA signals (referred to as alignment A 1 , below). For comparison with the earlier 15 center-alignment analysis of these sequences (1) 
where N was chosen to be 2000 [for comparison with (1)], f(j) is the raw frequency of a dinucleotide signal observed at position j in each alignment, and f f ¼ In Table 1 , we report, for each dinucleotide signal, the period T * that attained the maximum amplitude, denoted as F*, over the window between k ¼ 179 and 209, corresponding to a 35 range of periods from 9.57 (¼2000/209) to 11.17 (¼2000/ 179) bases. To measure the amplitude of a periodicity at T * while accounting for substantial differences in numbers of occurrences of differing signals, we followed (1) and defined the FVO as follows:
where 142=T * is the number of periods covered over the window of j ¼ 3-144. Because the period T * is $ 10 bp for all signals, FVO is essentially an occurrence-normalized amplitude.
The period and phase angle of certain signals from the center alignment (A 2 ), reported in Table 1 , differed slightly 5 from those in (1) . There are two possible reasons for these small differences: (i) we take the center reference position 74 instead of 73.5; (ii) the DNA sequences we used (1) were provided to us in truncated form, where sequences longer than 146 bp were truncated to 146. Regardless of these slight 10 differences, the phase shifts between the most significant signals, including AA/TT, GC, TA, TG/CA and GG/CC, were quite consistent. For example, if we measure phases relative to that of the AA/TT signal, the phase shifts for each of the other four from A 2 compared with (1) differed by <1.5 bp (%54 ). In 15 addition, the FVO for these signals from A 2 are comparable with those reported in (1). Fourier analysis of alignment A 2 yielded no peaks in amplitude near $10 bp periodicity (between 9.57 and 11.17 bp periodicity) for AG/CT, CG and AT signals, which were also reported as 'not signi-20 ficant' in (1) .
The Fourier analysis from alignment A 1 confirmed our impressions from the frequency plots in Figure 6 . AA/TT, GC and TA were the three most significant signals in terms of FVO, with T * ranging from 10.05 to 10.10 bp. These 25 periodicities are lower than sometimes reported for nucleosomal DNA, but are in the range of previous observations (see Discussion). The CG signal was rare but significant with T * % 10:20 bp. Both the amplitude and the normalized amplitude (FVO) were greater from the alignment A 1 than from the 30 center alignment A 2 for essentially every dinucleotide signal having a significant periodicity at %10 bases, including AA/ TT, GC, TA, TG/CA and GG/CC (GT/AC is the one exception, while GA/TC, AG/CT, CG and AT were not compared because they did not have an amplitude peak in the range of 35 9.57 and 11.17 in either alignment).
Significance of the alignment
One might think to evaluate the significance of an alignment of the nucleosome sequences by comparing the alignment with that obtained from equivalent computations on non- 40 nucleosome sequences, such as shuffled sequences (random sequences that maintain the nucleotide frequency of the real nucleosome sequences) or natural sequences chosen randomly from the chicken genome (while having the same lengths as our real nucleosome sequences). Such approaches are prob-45 lematic for several reasons. Of these two sets of nonnucleosome sequences, the randomly chosen real sequences might be the more appropriate and stringent test, but these sequences are problematic because they will in fact often partially overlap with real nucleosomes. Since the average 50 nucleosome repeat length in chicken red blood cells (the cell type from which the real nucleosome sequences derive) is %208 bp, it follows that any given stretch of the genome has an %70% (147/208) probability of actually coming from a nucleosome. Moreover, any DNA sequence will incorporate 55 into nucleosomes. Therefore, given even just a random sequence, our algorithm will identify the position along that sequence that best-matches the mixture model's characteristics, and, given a set of such sequences, our algorithm will optimally align them.
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We carried out such calculations anyway, using both the shuffled sequences and the randomly chosen natural sequences, and found that the algorithm does align them, as expected. However, significant overall differences were observed in the quality of the resulting alignments compared 65 with the alignments of the natural nucleosome sequences. The relative positioning of AA/TT, GC and TA signals in the hypothesized nucleosome region is sensitive to the initial values of U used for the alignments of both nonnucleosome sequences, while it is not sensitive for the real 70 nucleosome sequences. For example, when we initialized obtained in the alignments of the real sequences, the resulting alignments of the non-nucleosome sequences were significantly poorer: for example, the FVO of the key signals from Fourier analysis was significantly lower (data not shown).
In Figure 8 , we further compare the frequency plots of AA/
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TT signals resulting from the center and mixture alignments of the nucleosome sequences and the non-nucleosome chicken genomic sequences. Center alignment of the randomly chosen sequences yielded no significant signal, while center alignment of the real nucleosomal sequences yielded a robust 90 signal. This confirms that the experimentally obtained nucleosome DNAs do contain significant information content that uniquely reflects their nucleosomal origin. As expected, the 
refers to the center alignment (see text).
A '-' means that the signal does not have an amplitude peak within the periodicity range considered (9.57-11.17 bp).
mixture model successfully aligned the randomly chosen sequences, but the resulting alignment is less good even than the center alignment of the real nucleosome sequences. Finally, as reported above, the mixture model alignment of the 5 natural sequences improves over the center alignment. Quantitative analysis of these alignments by Fourier transformation confirms these visual impressions (Table 1 and data not shown). Based on these findings, we conclude that the alignment computed using the mixture model on the natural nuc-10 leosome sequences has significant information content that is uniquely attributable to nucleosomes.
Robustness of the alignment algorithm
The alignment in Figure 6 has been obtained based on the 'profile' trained from all the 354 chicken nucleosome core 15 particle sequences (177 sequences, both strands). One might wonder about the robustness of our approach, for example, how variation of the sequence profile affects the prediction of the alignment shifts, or how sensitive are the predicted alignment shifts d i s to the size of the training dataset. 20 We adopted a resampling approach to evaluating the robustness of our alignment method as follows. We repeatedly sampled a fraction of g of Watson-Crick pairs (without replacement) from the sequence set S, 300 times. Each random sample S b for b ¼ 1, . . . , 300 was treated as an independent 25 training dataset. Alignment shifts for sequences within S b were obtained as described above (using the AA/TT, GC and TA signals only). Our goal was to investigate the consistency of d i predicted in these subsamples.
Let d i be the set of predicted shift values for sequence S i 30 from these subsamples for i ¼ 1, . . . , n; and let d Based on the alignment results in Figure 6 , we conclude that the 10 dinucleotide signals fall into three groups as regards the amplitudes of their periodicity: AA/TT, TA, GC, CG > AT, GG/CC, TG/CA > GT/AC, GA/TC, AG/CT (but the CG 35 signal is extremely rare). The Fourier analysis confirms this apparent ranking (with amplitudes expressed as FVOs); moreover, it shows that these signals occur in only two distinct relative phases. The periodicities resulting from the mixture alignment for 40 (43) . Therefore, the crystal structures, which were obtained using just two related sequences (with or without one extra base pair), do not necessarily reflect details of the structures and periodicities of nucleosome DNAs generally. Second, the crystallographic studies show that the 146 bp-containing nucleosomes stretch and over-twist their DNA, making up a 1-2 bp 70 length deficit in a space of just 12 bp, to satisfy crystal packing constraints (41) . These crystal structures suggest that the nucleosome specifically stabilizes these over-twisted states, and that diffusive motion of such twist defects may play a role in nucleosome mobility and remodeling (4). Our finding that the 75 improved alignment presented here is accompanied by a slightly reduced periodicity suggests that natural nucleosome DNAs may be evolved to favor under-twisted states, perhaps resembling those present in the 146 bp-containing nucleosome crystals. 80 Importantly, neither the strength of the periodic signals nor the actual alignments that result from our alignment procedure are sensitive to the exact locations (i.e. periodicities) of the hot spots. We noted that the first and last peaks of TT/AA signal ( Figure 6 , A1) appear to be offset outward by about 1 bp 85 relative to the nearest hot spot locations. This might suggest that these two hot spots for TT/AA actually occur at positions 7 and 140 instead of 8 and 139. Adjusting the hot spot positions accordingly would result in an alignment that has 14 quasiperiodic signals positioned in a 2 bp wider range of the core 90 region than in the earlier alignment. This would increase the resulting apparent periodicity T * by about 2/13 ¼ 0.15 bp, to $10.25 bp. To test directly whether the alignment was sensitive to the detailed locations and periodicities of the hot spots, we generated an alternative model in which the hot spot loca-95 tions were chosen to match the locations of maximal positive and negative base roll angles as seen in the high resolution crystal structure (4) . Specifically, we set the hot spot locations as follows: AA/TT (6,16,26,38, Table 1 ). The actual alignment resulting from this alternative set of hot spot locations was essentially identical (data not shown). We therefore focused our analysis on the simpler set of hot spot locations used in alignment A 1 .
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Two factors determine the importance of a dinucleotide signal in the alignment: the number of occurrences, and the periodicity, of the signal. The likelihood equation is weighted by the number of occurrences of each signal (indexed by j in the likelihood); hence, a rare dinucleotide signal is not influ-ential in determining d i even if its periodicity is strong, as is the case for CG. On the other hand, since log[ f(x ijk À d i ; u km )] in the likelihood function is essentially proportional to the negative of the quadratic distance (x ijk À d i À u km ) 2 /2s 2 for our model with Gaussian f, by maximizing the likelihood one 120 actually minimizes the total quadratic distance weighted by z ijkm . If a signal is strong around a particular hot spot u km , the algorithm will minimize the quadratic distance by finding d i such that those signals are tightly positioned around u km . In contrast, a relatively flat (or aperiodic) signal is less influential 5 to the likelihood because change of d i does not result in significant change in the quadratic distance. This partially explains why the alignment based only on the AA/TT, TA and GC signals gave very similar results regarding the dinucleotide frequency and alignment shifts d i (86% d i s had zero or 10 ±1 bp change) compared with the alignment using all 10 dinucleotide signals.
We chose the Gaussian mixture for its simplicity in computing, especially because closed-form solutions exist in the EM algorithm. One might question the appropriateness of 15 using the Gaussian distribution in our situation, where the actual sample space for x is an integer lattice rather than a continuous domain (À1, +1). This, however, is not a concern, for two reasons. First, as we commented above, the essential feature of the Gaussian function for our model is 20 the quadratic distance kernel, by which the distance between a signal and a hot spot u km weighted by z ijkm is penalized. Second, one can regard the Gaussian with mean ¼ u km as a diffusive discrete distribution defined on the lattice u km ± 1, ± 2, . . . , the probability mass of which is proportional to the 25 Gaussian density, i.e. Prob(x ¼ u km + j) / f( j; 0), where f( j; 0)
is the density at j of a Gaussian distribution with mean 0 and standard deviation as specified (s ¼ 2.5 in this work) for j ¼ 0, ±1, ±2, . . . . With such a definition, the computing algorithm would be exactly the same as used in this article (see 30 details in the supporting material).
Aligning both strands simultaneously greatly improves the stability of the alignment. This constraint requires that a dinucleotide signal outside of the nucleosome region, e.g. x ijk < 0, must be paired with one at 147 À x ijk > 147 on the other 35 strand. Consequently, the quadratic distance penalty is doubly executed on d i compared with if each strand were separately aligned without the constraint. This helps prevent WatsonCrick pairs from shifting too far beyond either end of the nucleosome region. More importantly, this strategy accords 40 with the experimental fact that most of the chicken nucleosome core DNA sequences should roughly span the internal region of the nucleosome, given the way in which they were produced and their length (142-146 bp). Hence, every dinucleotide or pair can be regarded as an emission around one of 45 the hot spots. If the sequence is much longer or much shorter than 147 bp, this algorithm will not apply without modification. Our model is unlikely to make good predictions of the nucleosome positioning when applied to sequences that are significantly (more than 10 bp) longer or shorter than the full 50 nucleosome length. On the other hand, the real goal of our work is to predict nucleosome positioning genome-wide. We anticipate that a nucleosomal DNA profile built from the alignment obtained here will facilitate method development towards this goal.
